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ON OSCILLATIONS OF UNBOUNDED SOLUTIONS

I. GYÖRI, G. LADAS AND L. PAKULA

(Communicated by Kenneth L. Meyer)

Abstract. Consider the differential equation with deviating arguments

(1)       y(t)+PMt-o-l)-y(t-a2)] = 0

where p, 0\ and 172 are real numbers. We prove that every unbounded solution

of ( 1 ) oscillates if and only if the characteristic equation

(2)       X+p(e-Áa< -e~x^) = 0

has no positive roots and 0 is a simple root of (2).

1. Introduction

Consider the differential equation with deviating arguments

(1) y(t)+P[y(t-ox)-y(t-o2)] = o

where p, ct, and <r2 are real numbers. The characteristic equation of ( 1 ) is

(2) F(X) = X + p(e~Xa' -e~Xa2) = 0.

Our aim in this paper is to prove the following result.

Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) Every unbounded solution of equation (1) oscillates.

(b) Equation   (2)   has  no positive roots and   0   is  a simple root of

equation (2).

As is customary, a solution of ( 1 ) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large

zeros. Otherwise it is called nonoscillatory.

We note that any nonzero constant is a (bounded, nonoscillatory) solution of

( 1 ) no matter what the values of p, ox and a2, and hence we do not expect an

analogous equivalence statement for bounded solutions.

When cr, and a2 are both delays, or both advanced arguments, condition (b)

is equivalent to a simple condition on the parameters p ,ax and o2. (See (4),

(7) below.) When ax and a2 are both delays an elementary proof is available
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and we present this first. If ox and a2 are mixed arguments then there is no

such simple condition on p, c, and a2 equivalent to (b). When at least one of

the arguments cr, or <72 is advanced, we first show that a positive solution of

( 1 ) has a Laplace transform and then show, by complex integration techniques,

that such a solution cannot be unbounded.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

We first show (a) => (b). Equation (2) cannot have a positive root X for

otherwise, e ' would be an unbounded and nonoscillatory solution of (1). Also,

0 must be simple root of (2). Otherwise, F'(0) = 0 and so 1 +p(-ax +o2) = 0.

In this case, (1) has the unbounded and nonoscillatory solution y(t) = t, which

is a contradiction.

Next we show that (b) => (a). If p = 0 or if ax — o2, equation (1) has no

unbounded solutions and so the proof is complete. Therefore we will assume

that p(ax -a2)^0.

Without loss of generality we will also assume that ct, > o2.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that ( 1 ) has an eventually positive and

unbounded solution y(t). As ( 1 ) is autonomous, we may (and will) assume that

y(t) >0       for t> min{0, -ct,}.

Set

z(t)=y(t)-p f    ~y(s)ds       for / > 0.
J l-a,

Then z(t) = 0 and so

rt — ai

(3) y(t) = C + p y(s)ds       foxt>0,
J t-Oi

where

C = y(0)-pf   ~y(s)ds
J -<7|

is some constant. As y(t) is positive and unbounded, it follows from (3) that

p > 0.
We have the following two cases to consider.

Case 1.  a2 > 0 (also by hypothesis cr, > o2 ).

As 0 is a simple root of equation (2) and because .F(oo) = oo, it follows that

F'(0) >0, that is

(4) p(o{ -o2) < 1.

In view of the assumption that y(t) is unbounded, it follows that there exists

a sequence of points {tn} such that

(5) lim í   =cc, lim y(r„) = oo    and     y(t ) — maxy(s)
n—oc   " n—»oo        " " s<t„
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for n = 1,2... . Then (3) yields,

y(tn) = C + p ['    ' y(s)ds<C + p(ox-a2)y(tn)
J t„-a¡

or

[l-p(ox-o2)]y(tn)<C,

which, in view of (4) and (5) leads to a contradiction as n —► oo .

Case 2.  o2<0 (also by hypothesis ox > a2 ).

The proof in this case will proceed by a series of lemmas. For the remain-

der of this proof one should recall that y(t) has been assumed positive and

unbounded, and we are seeking a contradiction.

Lemma 1. There exists a positive number c such that y(t) = 0(ec ).

Proof. We will first show that, for some c,

/•OO

(6) /    e~c'y(t)dt <oc.
Jo

As 0 is a simple root of (2) and because .F(oo) = -oo, it follows that F'(0) < 0,

that is,

(7) p(ox -o2)> 1.

Set y(t) - z(t) + k where k = C/[l-p(ax-o2)] and C is the constant in (3).

Then (3) yields

r-c2

(8) z(t) =p \      z(t + s)ds

and

(9) z(t) > -K   where K = \k\.

Now fix an e > 0 with -ax < s < -a2 and choose c>0 so that

(10) Y = pf     ecsds>l.

We will show that for this c, the function y(t) satisfies (6). To this end set

¡■t
(11) w(t) = /  e cuz(u)du

Jo

and observe that

w(t) =      pe cu z(u + s)dsdu
Jo J-o,

/—*»î    rt    _/  e cuz(u + s)duds
-o\  Jo

/—a2 rt+s
ecs /     e~cvz(v)dv ds.

-a, Js
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That is,

(12) w{t)=pf   \csw(t + s)ds-Cx
J —0\

where

/ — Oj

ecsw(s)ds.

Now observe that by (9) and (11)

(13) w(t)>-K/c       fori>0

and so (12) yields,

w(t)=p [   2ecs[w(t + s) + K/c]ds-— f   ' ecs ds - C,

>P e w(t + s)ds-C2,

where C2 = Kp(e~aiC - e~a,c)/c2 - C,.

By the mean value theorem for integrals and with y as chosen in (10), it

follows from (14) that given any t0> 0 there exists a tx € (tQ +e, t0 - a2) such

that w(t0) + C2>yw(tx). By induction there is a sequence {tn} such that, for

n = 0,l,...,

fl5x tn+e<tn+X<tn-°2>

w(tn+x)<w(tn)/y + C2/y.

Consider the difference equation

*«+i = xJy+c2¡y

for n = 0,1, ... , with x0 = w(t0). It follows by induction that

(16) w(tn)<xn.

Clearly

}}^xn-C2/(y-l)

and so from (16) and (13) we conclude that the sequence {w(tn)} is bounded

above by a constant, say M. Then for n = 0,1, ... we have

['"    -cs /*'"
/    e csy(s)ds= f    e cs[z(s) + k]ds

Jo Jo

= w(t ) + k ¡" e~csds
JoJO

<M + K/c.

It follows that the Laplace transform

/•OO

(17) Y(s)=        e-s'y(t)dt
Jo
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of the positive function y(t) exists for Res > c. Now multiply (3) by e~ct

and note that for 5 in the interval of integration we have e~ct < e~cse~c°2. It

now follows from the finiteness of integral (17) that e~ct(y(t) - C) —► 0 which

establishes the lemma.

Define <f>(s) for complex s by

(18) <t>(s)=y(0)-pe~sax f    e~sty(t)dt+pe~s"2 [    e~s'y(t)dt.
J—0\ J—02

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (1) we get, for Res > c, that

F(s)Y(s) = <b(s).

Fix a real number a > c. By the inversion theorem for Laplace transforms

(as in [4], p. 108) we have

1       ra+ir

y(t)= lim — /      es'(j>(s)/F(s)ds.
r^oo 2ni Ja_ir

For notational convenience we will abbreviate such integrals by

y(t)= f  est<f>(s)/F(s)ds.
J(a)

We will prove that

(19) y(t) = L(t) + R(t)

where R(t) is a constant plus a finite number of sinusoids, and L(t) —► 0 as

t —► 00. We use techniques similar to those of §§4.2-4 and 12.15 of [1].

Lemma 2. For any real number b, the characteristic function F(s) has only

finitely many roots in the vertical strip b < Re s < a.

Proof. From the definition of F(s) it is easy to see that for large enough r > 0

we have \F(x ± ir)\ > r/2 for b < x < a. In particular, there is an M > 0

so that if b < Res < a and F(s) = 0, then |Ims| < M, i.e. all zeros in the

vertical strip actually lie in a finite rectangle. By analyticity of F there are then

only finitely many zeros in the strip.

Fix a > c where c is as in Lemma 1. It follows from Lemma 2 that we can

choose a number b < 0 so that in the strip b < Res < a , (f)(s)/F(s) has only

finitely many poles. In particular we can assume that F(s) ^ 0 for Res = b .

Let R(t) be the sum of the residues of es'<f)(s)/F(s) arising from the poles in

b < Res < a and let

(20) L(t)= [  -est</>(s)/F(s)ds.
J(b)

We fix a value of t for now and verify (19). To this end, consider the

rectangular contour y with vertices a±ir, b±ir. Denote the vertical segments

by yx and y3, and the horizontal segments by y2 and y4 . Then we claim

lim / est<p(s)/F(s) ds = 0
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for k = 2,4. Recall that t is fixed here. It is easy to check that there is an

m > 0 such that \es'<f>(s)\ < m for s = x ± ir with b < x < a and any r. By

the argument of Lemma 2, we see that \l/F(x ± ir)\ < 2/r for all b < x < a

and all large enough r. Thus for k = 2,4 we have

St
es'<t>(s)/F(s)ds = 0(l/r)

n

as r —► oo which establishes the claim.

Thus (19) follows from the residue theorem and the inversion theorem. Next

we show that L(t) -»0 as i->oo. Let us write <f>(s) - 4>0(s) + 0,(s) + <j>2(s)

corresponding to the three terms on the right in (18). We show

/J y.

(21) /  est<j>k(s)/F(s)ds^0
J(b)'(b)

as t —* oo, for k = 0,1 and 2.

First consider k = 1. Then <p0(s) is the constant y(0) which we take to be

1 for convenience. Define f(w) = F(b + iw) for real w and let

(22) g(t)= [  es'/F(s)ds= lim eht f eim/f(w)dw.
J(b) r-00        J-r

l/iw,    if |iu| > 1 ;

'(b)

Also, define

T(w) = ,
t 0, otherwise.

From our assumption on b, f(w) / 0 for all w .  We see from the explicit

form of f(w)  that  \l/f(w) - T(w)\ = 0(1 ¡w ) as w —► oo and we thus

conclude that l/f(w) - T(w) is absolutely integrable so that

/r roo
e'm[l/f(w) - T(w)]dw = /     e'u"[l/f(w) - T(w)]dw.

-r J-oo

This last integral is bounded in /. On the other hand, explicit contour integra-

tion shows that as / —► oo,

/r ie'w,T(w)dw ~ -.
-r t

Now combining (23) and (24), and using b < 0, we see from (22) that

g(t)^0 as t^oo.

Next, consider (j)k with k = I or 2. We take k = 1 to be specific. Again,

let f(w) = F(b + iw) for real w , but let

(25)       g(t)= f   es'(b.(s)/F(s)ds= lim/' /  e'u"<S>Aw)/f(w)dw
J(b) r^°° J-r

where 0,(?j;) = 4>x(b + iw).  A change of variable in the definition of 0,(s)

gives

(26)
.*.  /    \ / /nit   ii   , ,   .
<P,(u;)= lee   y(x + ox)dx.

J -2cti
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We see from this that O, is the Fourier transform of a bounded function of

x with compact support, that function thus being in both L (dx) and L (dx).

But the ordinary Fourier transform of such a function is in L2(dw) ([3],

p. 187). Since f(w) ^ 0 and |1//(uj)| = 0(l/\w\) as w —► oo, we con-

elude that l/f(w) is in L (dw). As the product of two functions in L (dw)

is in L (dw) it follows that Q>x(w)/f(w) e L . Hence

,      roo

(27) g(t) = eb'        e,m<bx(w)/f(w)dw
J —oo

and as in the previous case we can show g(t) —► 0 as / —► oo.

We have thus shown that L(t) —► 0 in (19). Let the distinct zeros of F(s) in

the strip b < Re s < a be denoted by sQ, s,,..., s2n , with s0 = 0. Note that

the other zeros are in conjugate pairs. Then R(t) has the form

k

where Pk(t) is a polynomial (with complex coefficients) of degree less than the

multiplicity of the zero sk [I, p. 108]. Since 0 is a simple root of (2) by

hypothesis, deg PQ = 0, so the term corresponding to k = 0 isa constant.

If n = 0 then R(t) is constant and y(t) is bounded, a contradiction. Oth-

erwise, the real part of R(t) can be written as

„

(28) const + Y^ekt{pk{t) cos 6kt + qk(t)sindkt)
k=\

where pk(t) and qk(t) are polynomials with real coefficients and rk > 0. We

need the following lemma. A simple proof is included for the reader's conve-

nience.

Lemma 3. For any sum

n

f(t) = Y,akcos <v+bksin eki
k=\

which is not identically zero and for which all dk / 0, there exists e > 0 such

that lim supl^oof(t) > e while limmfl_^oo f(t) < -e.

Proof. Since f(t) is an almost-periodic function, the result follows easily from

the (Bohr) definition of almost periodicity (see e.g. [2]) if we can show that

/(/) takes on both positive and negative values. Observe that any f(t) as in

the lemma has mean value

M(f)= lim i /   At) dt
r—oo l j0

zero. Suppose, say, /(/) >0 for all t. Then /(/) would have an indefinite inte-

gral F(t) of the same form as /, with M(F) = 0, and with F(t) nondecreas-

ing and bounded. Then limMoo F(t) = L for some L, so M(F) = L = 0. But,
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2 2 2 2
assuming as we may, all 6k distinct and positive, M(F ) = Y^(ak + ^k)l^k > 0

2 2
by our assumptions on /, so 0 < M(F ) = L ; a contradiction.

In (28), let rM be the largest of the rk 's and let m be the highest degree

among the pk 's and qk 's with rk = rM . Letting ak , ßk be the coefficients of

tm in pk,qk, set

Rx (t) = eMttm J2 ak cos V + ßk sin ek

where the sum is over those k for which rk = rM. If rM > 0 or if rM = 0

but m > 0 we could find, using Lemma 3, a sequence tH —* oo for which

liminfn_>00.R.(fn) = -oo while R(tn) ~ Rx(tn) as »-»oo. In view of (19),

this contradicts the positivity of y(t). Thus rM = 0, m = 0, and R(t) is

bounded; hence y(t) is bounded. This contradiction completes the proof of

the theorem.
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